Considering that nature acts as a group, a whole abelian model is being developed. Classically, new aspects were observed as fields collective behavior and fields interacting among themselves and with mass through a global Lorentz force. This work analyzes some quantic aspects. Perturbation theory means that we know about 1-PI graphs. In a previous work, we have studied the quantum action principle, power-counting, primitively divergent graphs, Ward-Takahashi identities. This work concerns the study of counterterms and physical perturbation theory. It introduces a whole renormalization programme which informations are obtained from the common gauge parameter which establishes the fields set. It derives relationships between renormalization constants and on perturbative persistence on one asslessness field in the {A_I} set. It also argues on finitude possibilities through a whole expansion for the graphs.
Introduction
The actual physics belief is that physical processes should be understood through their parts [1] . The meaning of whole as guiding nature is not considered as a pattern for doing physics [2] . Our viewpoint is that nature should be taken not only as build up by elementary particles but also as acting as a group. Complexity works as example of such systemic behavior [3] . It supports us on searching for such whole gauge approach.
Our motivation is to introduce the whole concept through gauge theory [4] . Take its mechanism for providing physics with antireductionistic equations. Similarly to relativity, which do not isolate space and time but connect them as space-time, this whole approach considers that instead two fields Under this consideration, we are studying a so-called non-linear abelian gauge model [5] , [6] . It considers the presence of N-potential fields [7] , [8] .
In this work, we are going to study the corresponding whole abelian gauge properties by taking
P
. It yields the following parametrization basis for analyzing such whole abelian symmetry:
where  matriz diagonalize the transverse sector [9] . It depends just on Lagrangian coefficients. Being the whole model written from one gauge parameter, the parts are more well defined through the constructor 
Green's functions relationships
Our main goal here is to establish relationships among Green's functions with different external lines and, as consequence, relate renormalization constants of different vertices of theory. They arise as a direct consequence of the fact that the generating functional of Green's functions,
, is gauge invariant due to depend just on external sources.
So, although the quantized theory breaks gauge invariance through the gauge-fixing term and the coupling to external fields, it is preserved in terms of Green functions due to the Ward-Takahashi identities [10] , [11] , [12] . Considering the physical basis
for the following gauge transformations
Notice that, there is just one gauge fixing-term which is associated to the existence of only one gauge parameter, but with the difference to the usual case that is involving a set of fields,
Thus the non-gauge invariant term is written as
which yields the Ward-Takahashi identities for the generating functional of the proper vertices (1-PI Green's functions) in configuration space
Eq. (8) allows to study aspects corresponding to the Green's functions involved on this whole abelian gauge model. It will play a crucial role in the renormalization of the model by restricting the number of independent UV divergences. For the two-point Green function corresponding to the vector bosons propagators, it yields
Observe that here the Ward-Takahashi identity takes a matricial form involving N -equations. It says that it does not analysis one graph alone but a line of graphs together as
The question is if the longitudinal part of the two-point functions receive loop corrections? From [6] , studying the Eq. (9), full propagators and by comparing with the free action, one gets that just for one field the propagator longitudinal part remains the same as that of the free propagator to all orders of perturbation theory. Physically, Eq. (9) says that given a set } { I G  the longitudinal mode of one of these fields does not exist because it decouples from all physical processes.
However, differently from QED, it does not mark that the longitudinal photon must be that one to be decoupled. Its result is generic. It just points out that one longitudinal mode must be suppressed from the whole set. This means that this whole abelian model can accommodate a longitudinal photon.
For the three-point functions, there not exist fermions as external lines. It yields just the case with three bosons as external lines. In QED, this case is zero through Furry's theorem or by calculating explicitly [13] . However here these particles are different. From Eq. (9), one gets the following relationships
From dimensional analysis,
, which means linearly divergent.
However studying Eq. (10) in momentum space
which implies A u g u s t 1 4 , 2 0 1 5
that shows a finite three-point function.
Similarly for four point functions with four vector bosons as external legs
where (4)  is logarithmically divergent, but under the relationship
it propitiates finitude. 
On the counterterms
In order to make the divergent diagrams finite, we must find a way to lower the associated degrees of divergence. This can be achieved by making subtractions in the Feynman integrand. In a renormalizable theory, we should be able to understand these subtractions as due to the inclusion of counterterms.
Thus, considering that physical fields are the ones which diagonalize the transverse sector, one obtains the following whole bare abelian Lagrangian [5] , [6] 
The new aspect to be considered here is the presence of mixed propagators and self-interacting vector fields at three level. Notice, then, that the counterterms derived from Eqs. (17)- (18) and required to cancel divergences of each order of perturbation theory have the same form as the terms in the original Lagrangian density. So the resulting perturbation theory is renormalizable due to finite counterterms can be selected to cancel all divergences order-by-order [14] . A u g u s t 1 4 , 2 0 1 5 (19), are able to reproduce the standard results [15] , [16] . To introduce more fields in a same group does not bring a new qualitative aspect for the Ward-Takahashi identity. It just add new terms.
Thus we encounter four classes of divergent diagrams which renormalization is possible. They are the vacuum polarization diagrams, the fermion self-energy diagram, the boson-vertex and fermion-vertex connections diagrams. The new aspect is that such diagrams are constituted by a set of graphs.
Whole expansion for the graphs
A consequence from this whole gauge approach is the appearance of whole graphs. They are bringing a new physical reality to be understood. While the usual Feynman graphs associated to every field work as constituents, the systemic mechanism add them, and, creates as physical the so-called whole graphs.
In the resulting perturbation theory infinities appear as before, but now, there are additional pieces involving the counterterms. Differently from the usual case, this whole abelian model brings an abundance of graphs. For exemplifying on such whole graph, we will take the case 2 = N for 2 fermions -1 boson graph. It yields at one loop an expansion in four graphs, with a whole graph defined as So an interesting consequence from this series of graphs is that there is the possibility to control the infinities of the theory. The relationship between the 1-PI Green's functions and renormalization constants is not more one-to-one. While computing radiative corrections in a last paper [6] , we encountered 1PI graphs with ultraviolet divergences. We sketch here that these divergences can yield finite expressions, as a whole. It says that masses and charges renormalizations will be depending on model whole aspects. Consequently, similarly to Supersymmetry, it is possible for theory be finite by infinities calculations [17] .
Conclusion
Our purpose is to interpret the meaning of whole through gauge theory. There is a whole for defining the parts. For this, we have considered the gauge transformation for a fields set } { I A  , and so, through Eqs. (1-3) one defines a whole-U(1) transformation. Then, at this conclusion, we should reflect how this whole abelian symmetry being analyzed, acts in terms of parts and whole. How this whole renormalization works.
Under a systemic approach the connection between parts and whole is expected. Eq. (5) already signs such correlation. Looking this initial definition, one notices that it is written in such way that the model incorporates the parts (physical fields) in terms of whole (Lagrangian coefficients). It derives a classical field theory where the fields do not appear defined isolatedely.
Considering quantum aspects, studying on partition functions, one notices through Eq. (8) that instead just one equation, it appears N -Ward-Takahashi identities. Based in only one gauge parameter, the whole gauge symmetry stipulates N -coupled equations for studying the correspondent 1-PI graphs associated to the model. Physically, the information comes from the set } { I G  , and so, our physical interpretation for Feynman diagrams must be in terms of a whole set of equations. Consequently, the parts (every physical field I G  ) renormalization must be derived in terms of the whole (fields set) renormalization. Thus, the model provides a whole renormalization where the rule is given by the fields set. Although calculations are performed from every field contribution, they do not work isolatedely. It develops a situation where the renormalization program does not consider more one graph isolatedely. It appears an abundance of graphs (whole) for defining individual characteristics as renormalization constants (field, coupling constants) and finitudes.
Consequently, in this whole renormalization procedure introduced by Eqs. (1-5) one observes that, there is a whole divergence more crucial than the parts divergence. The renormalization constants calculations, the relationships between 
